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Farmers market favorite brings healthy bento boxes to new
East Austin brick-and-mortar
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Great Barton Springs Mexican restaurant travels south for
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New desserts section and cocktail Arsts sweeten the deal at
ACL Fest 2023
 By Lex Stewart  Sep 15, 2023 | 11:35 am

Tarrytown: Life among the trees in one of Austin's most desirable

neighborhoods

Headwaters: Where the stars — and homes — are big and bright in Dripping

Springs

Belterra: Bold, beautiful attitude and activities galore in Dripping Springs

O ver the past few years, the East Austin dining scene has expanded to
include everything from greasy burgers to upscale yakitori, but it hasn’t
exactly been a hub for customers looking for a quick, healthy meal. Now

thanks to local entrepreneur Leanne Valenti, that may soon change.

Valenti announced on February 12 that she is expanding her popular Bento Picnic
business to a full service brick-and-mortar. Like the catering, farmers market kiosks,
and lunch delivery services the company currently offers, the shop will focus on
meals designed around the traditional concept of washoku.

The term literally means “Japanese food,” but there is a double meaning in the
character “wa,” which represents harmony. That is an apt description for a style of
cuisine that not only balances flavors like salty and umami, but also takes great care
in the presentation of each dish.

At Bento Picnic, this translates to colorful salads like the edamame garden bento full
of guacamame (we bet you can guess what that is), greens, seasonal pickles, and
Japanese pumpkin or the tofu rice bento with shredded carrot, organic kale, crispy
shallots, quinoa sticky rice, and sesame tamari dressing.

The current menu offers several bento boxes along with a selection of add-ons like
red bean jelly bars, miso soup, and honey butter cornbread. The new shop will also
allow Valenti to expand her offerings to include curries, seasonal soups, and a
greater selection of grab-and-go meals. The menu will accommodate a variety of
specialty diets, from vegan to gluten-free to Whole 30. The cafe will also offer coffee
and specialty teas as well as meal prep baskets.

Moving into a renovated cottage at 2600 E. Cesar Chavez St. (the same address as
healthy frozen food line Beetnik — although it is not clear if they will be taking over
the space or sharing), the shop will operate between Monday-Thursday from 11 am-
8:30 pm; and Friday and Saturday from 11 am-6 pm. Opening day is expected
sometime in spring 2018.

East Austin is about to get a fresher with the opening of Bento Picnic in Spring 2018. Photo by Andrew Reiner
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E l Alma Cafe y Cantina is going south — even farther into South Austin, that
is. Patrons can now enjoy the same authentic Mexican flavors they know
and love with the opening of a second location this fall in the Westgate

neighborhood.

The new spot is still under renovation and will be located at 4521 West Gate Blvd.,
Suite B, previously owned by Hyde Park Bar and Grill. Woman-owned and operated,
El Alma Cafe y Cantina has been serving Austin for more than a decade now, and the
overwhelming support from loyal customers was a key factor in the decision to
expand.

“We recognize the fact that we’ve built an incredible community here in Austin,"
said executive chef and co-founder Alma Alcocer-Thomas in a release. "With this
location, we can expand our mission of creating memorable dining experiences that
embod[y] both our heritage and vibrant cuisine.”

Chef Alma Alcocer-Thomas at the restaurant's Barton Springs location. Photo courtesy of El Alma Cafe y Cantina

Fans of the Barton Springs restaurant know it for its welcoming atmosphere —
between the centerpiece staircase and secluded rooftop patio, the whole eatery is a
little planty oasis — and its dishes that straddle the line between modern and
traditional. EIther way, the flavors are simple, but deep; upscale, but casual; and
overall very approachable.

The new location will retain El Alma’s signature colorful contemporary Mexican
cuisine, with Chef Alcocer-Thomas remaining involved to continue offering the
soulful food inspired by her childhood. What will set this apart from the Barton
Springs location is the addition of a full-service coffee bar, as well as a breakfast
menu alongside the lunch and brunch menus on weekday and weekends,
respectively.

There will also be grab-and-go breakfast options and pastries. Local favorite dishes
such as chuleta de puerco a la parrilla and codorniz con mole will be offered at the
second location, plus Alma’s staple tacos, enchiladas rellenos, and cocktail
selections. The existing bar is especially known for its frozen margaritas, which
include a tequila-led twist on a piña colada that's one of the best in town.

A similar interior design to the original location — Mexican tradition with a modern
twist — will adorn the new space which will also feature an indoor-outdoor
concept. The remodeling will be completed in phases as the group behind El Alma
wants to ensure that this second location maintains the same level of excellence
patrons are used to.

For updates on the Westgate location visit elalmacafe.com

El Alma Cafe y Cantina is opening in South Austin's Westgate neighborhood Photo courtesy of El Alma Cafe y Cantina
The frozen margaritas have been a perfect end to a day at Barton Springs for years. Photo courtesy of El Alma Cafe y
Cantina
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ACL Fest 2023
editorial series

A s always, Austin City Limits (ACL) Festival is cooking up a great experience
this year. This festival never neglects the food, whipping up an always-
growing selection from local vendors — some that have become staples

for attendees who visit every year.

For the first time, ACL has added a dedicated dessert section, offering a sweet oasis
for attendees between sets. The new section will be located between the T-Mobile
Stage and Austin Kiddie Limits, around the area that housed a barbecue pit in 2022.

The festival has not shared maps for 2023 yet, but the website only shows two
locations in its filter: ACL Eats in the main thoroughfare, about halfway between the
two main stages along the north border of Zilker Park; and ACL Sweets. The smaller
food court across the road (dubbed More Eats on previous maps) does not appear on
the dropdown menu.

Plus, ACL is introducing GA cocktails for the first time ever! VIPs may have gotten
used to having mixed drinks on hand, but general admission attendees previously
only had spiked seltzers and the like in cans. Sip tiki drinks as you soak up the
sounds, adding an extra layer of fun to the party vibes. You'll also get to bring a tiki
mug home as a keepsake.

Eats
The "Eats" lineup offers a diverse food fest, catering to all many needs with a dish
for every palette. Among the “Eats” are:

Chi’Lantro — An ACL fave, Chi'lantro is a must for Korean-Tex Mex fusion. Their
signature kimchi fries always hit the spot. With vegetarian options too, this stop
caters to all.
Burro Grilled Cheese (known outside the fest as Burro Cheese Kitchen) —
Seeking food that’s delish and easy to roam with? Burro's grilled cheese
creations are as tasty as they are hand-held, making them perf picks as you
wander the grounds.
JuiceLand — Take a break from the fried fare and get refreshed with Juiceland's
fresh-squeezed fruits. It’s the perfect pitstop to rehydrate and replenish your
fest fuel.
Lambas Indian Kitchen (Lambas Royal Indian Foods) — Lambas serves up
authentic Indian flavors both bold and convenient. Their menu fits gluten-free,
vegan, and vegetarian lifestyles, making it a versatile choice for all fest-goers.
Cuantos Tacos — This award-winning food truck might bring the most
authentic tacos some visitors have ever had, especially if they're in Austin for the
first time.

In addition to these highlights, ACL Eats offers a wide range of vendors including:
Underdog, Tiny Pies, The Cavalier Party & Tots, Wholly Cow Burgers, The Original
Black’s Barbecue, Taco Bronco, Steamies Dumplings, Skull & Cakebones, Southside
Flying Pizza, Show Me Pizza, Redfin Seafood Kitchen, Nacho Daddy & Tenders,
Shawarma Point, Salt & Time, Shake Shack, Nervous Charlie’s, Pelons Tex Mex,
Mmmpanadas, Mickelthwait Barbecue, Lonesome Dove Western Bistro, Mama
Fried, Koko’s Bavarian, Huckleberry, Kababeque, Home Fries, Hawk’s Hot Chicken,
Flyrite Chicken, Four Brothers Venezuelan Kitchen, Cuantos Tacos, Come and Take
it Fresh Squeezed, East Side King, Austin’s Pizza, Blenders & Bowls , and
Brotherton’s Barbecue.

Sweets
The new "Sweets" section serves up desserts to cap off your ACL days. Highlights
include:

Bananarchy - A long-time ACL treat, Bananarchy's frozen bananas taste just like
ice cream, but won't weigh you down as much (especially if you're dairy-free),
offering the perfect cool-down between stage-hopping.
Goodpop - This ice pops offer that sweet relief without being too sugary — for
people who just aren't that into sweets. With fun flavors like blackberry lemon
chia and peach ginger, they're ideal for beating the festival heat.
Picolé - For those who do want decadence — but want it one-handed — Picolé
serves up unique ice cream and fruit bars on a stick. The company also sells
mangonadas, which we hope will make it to the fest, but no menu is provided
yet.

Beyond the highlights, "Sweets" also includes Tiny Pies, Tiff’s Treats, Sno-Beach,
JP’s Pancake Company, Mister Softee, Candy Cloud World, Holla Mode, and Amy’s
Ice Creams.

So grab your snacks, pick up a drink, and get ready to feast on the beats at ACL 2023!
This year promises memorable music paired with Austin's most craveable foods and
drinks.

Picolé will be at ACL Fest with chilled, handheld treats. We hope they bring their mangonadas. Picolé/Instagram
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